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About This Game

Ever had that itching desire to break out of hell and into the highest reaches of heaven? In Party of Sin, you take control of the
Seven Deadly Sins in a coopetitive puzzle-platformer for 1-4 players.

Master a large, dynamic team of anti-heroes -- the Seven Deadly Sins -- as you forge your destiny on a quest to troll humanity.
Envy, Greed, Sloth, Pride, Wrath, Lust, Gluttony are all multi-dimensional with special powers useful in many situations.

Swap characters on the fly as you change tactics based on the situation: ALL the Sins are useful in combat, ALL the Sins aid in
puzzle solving, and ALL the Sins have coop interactions, both Good and Evil.

Adventure: A full 6 to 8 hours of gameplay is provided, in both solo and coop modes. Play over 20 levels on your adventure
through Hell, Purgatory, Earth and Heaven. Upgrade your Sins in the shop by collecting God's forbidden apples. Five bosses like

the Demon Narwhal and the Airship Captain stand in your way.
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Solo: Being alone requires more thought and planning as you make your escape from hell. Challenging puzzles and battles that
will force you to combine powers in creative ways await you.

Coop: You are not alone! Play with up to 3 of your friends and combine the sin powers in new and sinister ways. You will
discover that all your powers that work on enemies also work on other sins. Use them to help the team or punish bad behaviour.

Inspired by known classics: Super Smash Bros, Zelda, Super Mario. Party of Sin takes the best games of your youth and melts
them down into a sinful super-game. Powers are adapted from classic mechanics like grappling hooks and time-shifting.

Religious Theme: Explore four biblical worlds as you make your way from the depths of Hell to the vaults of Heaven, one
angel at a time. Fight enemies based in Christian mythology like demons, angels, cherubs and templars. Take the final fight to

Saint-Michael himself!

Join a party of epic proportions that tests your ability to think from the other side of morality… Which Sin are you?
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Title: Party of Sin
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Crankshaft Games
Publisher:
Crankshaft Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 10 compatible GPU

DirectX®:10

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

English,German,French,Italian,Russian
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When i first saw the Redline Edition i was very surprised.
Completly remastered graphics, the gauges in HUD etc.
It's just amazing that it's worth buying if you like racing and action.
The Powerups (or Pickups):
very handy when you need ammo or repair your car in a hard situation, but i don't like that the repair pickup regenerates to
100%.
I think it should regenerate only 50% of your or 25%.
Quick note:on the 50% 25% part could be default and if you want to make it 100% it can be always customized when you are
your gamemode session.
*The Workshop*: it's stunning,seeing other cars in-game it's beatiful.
Overall it's a very good racing game, amazing experience.. Monsters! is a bullet-hell game where you play as a wizard and shoot
magical orbs at aliens.

Pros:
-Pixel Art is decent
-Gameplay is fun
-Beating Highscores is addictive

Cons:
-No original game soundtrack, or soundtrack at all
-The game feels empty because it has no music
-No level selection
-Keybinding for keyboard had no effect
-Difficulty is too hard(I can't seem to get past level 1-5)
-Small community

As the game currently is, I can't recommend picking it up. It desperately needs a music soundtrack of some kind, and the game
feels empty because of it. I want to like this game, I really do. But with only one level, Monsters! quickly becomes repetitive,
and the game isn't engaging or varied enough to satisfy my hunger for bullet hell mania.. A sci-fi 'visual novel' that sees your
protagonist as the last surviving member of an attempt to colonise an alien planet. A barely explained incident ♥♥♥♥s
everyone's♥♥♥♥♥♥up and you--plus the obligatory AI--are left attempting to fix up the single escape ship that's left. It bills
itself as a 'romance' but that aspect's massively underplayed and the overall story that plays out ends up not really being all that
interesting. The gameplay loop of exploring a different location each day for items/clues/puzzles is sometimes compelling but
very often just boring, and the characters never say anything overly interesting. The graphics are purposely low-fi 8-bit styled
but not in a way that particularly appealed to me (I think I read somewhere they were designed to ape the C64?); indeed they
shaded over into ugly I'd say. There's certainly potential here, but the actual execution is unfortunately weak.. This game feels
lik eit should be on a tablet, not on my PC. I bought this on the idea it would be entertaining for a bit, and to be frank it wasnt
even that. Sorry guys need to try somthing diffrent.. Divided We Fall takes the good old classic style of RTS from games such as
Call of Combat and tries to bring it to the more modern design in regards to graphics and gameplay. Sadly however it feels like
they were on the right track but gave up.

=========
The Good
=========
1. Gameplay - The General feel of gameplay is rather nice, you have cover system where your forces will take cover to objects
that you would know give you some sort of cover. You have a small squad of units that require you to work with other players to
make the best out of your team and overall you have a decent of weapons to use\/pick up such as sniper rifles, sub machine guns
and etc. Overall everything felt nice.
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2. Map Designs - The map designs are nicely done with a lot of terrian to use and allows forces to flank each other or use a lot
of cover to advance forward.

3. Fog of War - A very nice feeling to the fog of war, you can't see either of your forces or enemies but you can hear the
directional gun fire allowing you to create a general area to flank or support.

==========
The bad
==========
1. Buggy - Sadly the coop is broken, many times the game would crash at the end of the match or we be stuck in the game
forever until trying to close the game. Many times I found randomly my forces either spawn with no weapons or have weapons
but would just stand still without taking cover or firing back.

2. low or no playerbase - Sadly with no enough to keep players, it felt many times lacking in regards to player count. I found
most of my companionship through playing with a close friend but looking for outside players seems unlikely.

3. Lack of gameplay - There isn't really much modes to enjoy, there isn't any special objective mode but mainly capture points
or deathmatch. There is also a lack of variety in regards to units\/equipment and etc.

4. A.Is from Hell - The A.I in this game is just evil...i found about 99% of games it would grenade spam me to hell...yeah it
would literally be a game of toss as many grenades at the player to see how long he can dodge them...it was completely crazy.

================
What can be improved
================
1. Objective\/story mode - Have a mode where players are given an objectives or an assault mode, objective mode could be like
having one team defend a special objective such as an flak 88 while the other team must destroy it. The assault mode can be a
large map where players have frontlines and must play a game of tug of war pushing their front lines closer to the enemy base,
both teams can build bunkers, tank traps and etc to halt or slow down enemy player advancements.

2. Customization - Allow a more open squad customization adding classes and more equipment. For example have a medic class
that can heal wounded players, have heavy support that can carry the heavy machine guns that require the unit to "set up" before
use, have snipers\/scouts that can see more of the map. Add Airborne that allows the squad to pick a random spawn throughout
the map. Allow players to customize their uniform to better reflect their Squad making it feel more like their own. Allow a "X-
Com" type squad system where your unit can level up but if killed (dies in combat too many times), they will be killed losing
their level and forcing the player to retrain a new unit, this would allow a deeper connection between squads as they would move
more carefully and plan more instead of "run and grenade" tactics.

3. More factions - Add more factions for players to enjoy. Like Japanese, Russians and etc

4. Add destruction - Allow grenades to destory cover forcing players to rethink.

Overall I have to say the game has a good chance but a lot needs to be changed\/improved to bring more interest. At the moment
I recommend avoiding as there isn't much to do to keep you going. The player base is rather low or dead and you can find other
war games out there to give you a better experience.. Good game with hard to master controls but lots of fun and really good
soundtrack\/audio. Killing ennemies gets you souls that are used to buy spells, which were, for me, the most fun I got out of the
game. It's too bad you had to really grind out levels you already done to get all spells. The game is really short once you get the
hand of it.

Cons : It's pretty damn glitchy and I had to save a lot because my character would randomly freeze until he gets damaged, and
sometimes if you're unlucky enough, the game just freezes and you just have to alt+F4

What could have been a great game is a good game nonetheless, and for the price it's a fun experience. This game has some
really nice stuff going on. Nice aesthetic, responsive controls, FUN flying. What has impressed me most is how responsive and
quick the dev is to fix bugs. At its price, you can't go wrong with this game. If you have an issue, tell the dev and it will likely be
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fixed within the next 2 days!. If you've seen the move "The Cube", this is just like it but in video game form! It's a really unique
idea thats a TON of fun to play. I love games that are challenging yet not frustrating and this fits the bill perfectly. Very excited
to see this game grow!. I love this simulator, but it would be great to have some Airbus stock planes. Boeing sucks.. hi ETS2

I bought Turkish Paint Jobs Pack and installed in the game

why ask me again to Pay 20,000 eur when paint the body

regards
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Loving this! An inspired re-imagining of the old "snake" format of games; leading a line of heroes to destroy wandering
enemies without running into them (or the walls) you unlock new heroes by finishing stages, and the heroes themselves can be
levelled to improve survivability and damage output (upgrades are a fixed path per character and persist from run to run)

In game currency allows for upgrades and skipping levels or adding more heroes before a stage starts, as well as a few buffs that
will last for the entire run (however short that may be)

Picked this up on sale for the utterly insane price of 39p HIGHLY RECOMMENDED! ^_^. The game starts kinda good for a
low priced game , but early on you can see that the game is not good at all ....
The game bugs like crazy , saving points are way too messed up and you get stuck in a loop after the "tutorial" part of the game
.. One of my most favorite PC games of all time. I used to play this all the time when I was younger on my old Windows XP
machine on CD-ROM. It never gets old. If you like shoot 'em up games - and therapeutic ones at that - definitely check this one
out. I'm a fan of sci-fi settings as well as naval battles and, while this game is relatively simple, it brings both of those
preferences together.. I have a problem, it just won't do anything, i changed computer the day after i got it and now it wont work
???

(Sometime early 2018)
Why the hell did someone take this as funny, either way i love the game, tho i havent completed it :<
i should rlly do that. My brother laughed when I bought this game. I wish I was able to laugh at myself now.. I love the crafting
system.. Well, apparently no one is playing the game currently. It could be fun though, just wish more players come in the next
days\/weeks.. UPDATE: The developer, Kris, has been very active on the forums. He's taken all the feedback we've given and in
a short month, been able to add multiple features such as a tournament settings mode, a live mutliplayer mode (not async-only
anymore), live chat, campaign changes etc. There's more in the patch. Very surprised at the level of dedication and involvement
from the developer. Check out the game!

Interesting tactical game. The gameplay mechanics and unit classes are very fun. There is a singleplayer campaign, but I bought
it mainly for the multiplayer, because there are several game modes (1v1, 3-player 1v1v1 and even 4-players versus each other,
with 20+ maps). Downside is that it is asynchronous unless your opponents are present and playing automatically. Developer has
shown interest in improving and making quicker games, hope they add a live game mode option (or shorter time-to-take-turn).
Nice little game to pass time. I would reccommend if: 1) you dont mind asynchronous game, 2) you enjoy and support tactical
turn-based games. I mainly bought it bc I support this genre and these turn-based pvp games come too few and far between.

With that said, I am not sure how big the multiplayer base will be, and it is a one-man-developer team so there are some
inevitable limitations that come with that. There are several updates planned to be released, so definitely a game to look out for.
If you're buying for multiplayer, I'd recommend waiting to see how the MP updates turn out.
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